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Abstract
We describe the architecture and implementation of our comprehensive multi-platform collaboration
framework known as Columbia InterNet Extensible Multimedia Architecture (CINEMA). It provides a
distributed architecture for collaboration using synchronous communications like multimedia conferenc-
ing, instant messaging, shared web-browsing, and asynchronous communications like discussion forums,
shared files, voice and video mails. It allows seamless integration with various communication means
like telephones, IP phones, web and electronic mail. In addition, it provides value-added services such as
call handling based on location information and presence status. The paper discusses the media services
needed for collaborative environment, the components provided by CINEMA and the interaction among
those components.
(keywords: collaborative work; multimedia communication; conferencing; SIP)
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1 INTRODUCTION
In many organizations, e-mail and tele-conferencing are the only means of collaboration. More recently,
instant messaging (IM) is being used for short interactive communication. Even though these communication
means are not designed for collaborative work, the limited set of available options causes them to put all
their data such as meeting notes, documents, conference schedules and reminders into the email system.
We need a collaborative environment that seamlessly integrates with the existing communication means
of email and phone as well as newer methods like IP telephony and instant messaging. Consider an IP
telephony conference with some participants on phone, and some others using desktop audio/video clients.
Late-arriving participants can browse through the past meeting proceedings, and non-participating group
members can be automatically notified of meeting minutes and other important document locations via
email.
One reason many earlier collaboration systems have not succeeded is that they were hard to use for
people when the teams and groups span organizational boundaries. Also, they often require installing a lot
of software, usually only available for limited set of platforms such as Windows, or work for only one vendor
tools [69]. Collaboration tends to the “least common multiple” configuration supporting all needed tools and
platforms, since groups can rarely say “sorry, since you cannot run this software, we will not include you in
the committee”.
There are two modes of collaboration. A “synchronous” or tightly coupled collaboration is highly in-
teractive and requires the active presence of the other members of the group. On the other hand, an
“asynchronous” or loosely coupled collaboration is part of some collective activity directed towards some
shared goal or common purpose, but does not require the active presence of the other members of the group.
A comprehensive collaboration environment provides both synchronous and asynchronous collaboration tools
and integrates the two so that users can easily alternate between the two.
Our system is different from other conferencing applications in that it integrates the two modes of
colloboration. For example, same group of people can be addressed by video conference, IM and email,
with appropriate archival of interactions. Secondly, it provides device-transparency by allowing access and
interaction even if participants temporarily have only a phone or email. Although it is not new, we also
provide hybrid interaction such that one can use phone for audio and PC for IM and document sharing in
the same conference.
Multimedia conferences on the Internet [56, 58] can be created using the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP). SIP [59] is a signaling protocol for Internet conferencing, telephony, presence, event notification and
IM. One advantage of SIP over PSTN (Public Switched Telephone Network) based tele-conferencing is
that it allows creating new flexible services including traditional PSTN services such as interactive voice
response (IVR), call transfer, music-on-hold as well as more Internet-specific services like presence-enabled
calls and integration of voice-mails and emails. Using SIP for instant messaging allows easy integration with
other SIP-based telephony components. Various components such as media streaming server, call-routing
engines and user location server can be combined in various ways to create new service architectures. One
such architecture, CINEMA (Columbia InterNet Extensible Multimedia Architecture [34, 35, 70]) promotes
collaboration using synchronous communications via multimedia conferencing, instant messaging, shared
web-browsing, and asynchronous communications via file sharing, discussion forum, voice and video mails.
Our architecture provides building block tools for any type of multimedia collaboration, instead of focus-
ing on specific types such as collaborative software development. We want to support three kinds of typical
interactions: long-lived distributed groups that alternate between synchronous and asynchronous interac-
tions, such as design teams, college classes, committees and work teams, asymmetric events such as lecture
and lecture series, where interaction is mostly limited to asking questions to the speaker, and short-lived
spontaneous interaction among groups of people.
Our collaboration tools are based on standard protocols such as SIP [59] and Real-Time Streaming Proto-
col (RTSP [68]) for signaling, Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP [66]) for media transport, VoiceXML [45]
for voice-based interaction, Call Processing Language (CPL [40]) for network-based service creation, Lan-
guage for End System Services (LESS [79]) for endpoint-based service creation and a web interface for
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asynchronous collaboration.
In this paper, we describe the architecture and implementation of our comprehensive multi-platform
collaboration framework. While the previous work ([34, 35, 70]) focussed on the telephony aspects, this
article focuses on collaboration. We describe the requirements for comprehensive multimedia communication
and collaboration environments in Section 2. Some related work is listed in Section 3. Section 4 provides
an overview of the architecture and the user interface. Section 5 describes the synchronous collaboration
architecture whereas Section 6 details the asynchronous collaboration. Finally, we present the conclusions
and future work in Section 9.
3
2 REQUIREMENTS
The basic requirements for the comprehensive collaboration system consist of a personalized view of the
system, real-time or interactive multimedia collaboration (called synchronous) and loosely tuned sharing of
information (called asynchronous). A web-based user interface provides a portable and personalized way to
access the system.
2.1 Personalized view
People like personalized view of the system such as per-user calendar with appointments and conferences.
However, the system should also allow sharing the view with other users or in a group after filtering. For
example, Alice may not want to see the events posted by Bob. She can schedule a conference or discussion
forum for her project group, and invite the members to join.
2.2 Synchronous collaboration
The system should allow multi-party audio, video and text conferencing. It may allow shared white-board,
shared applications and screen sharing. It should allow restricted conferences with only authorized members
as well as public unrestricted ones. The conferences may be pre-scheduled or created on the fly. It may
support both dial-in and dial-out conferences, floor control, and telephone-based authentication. It should
be possible to record, and later, playback the proceedings of a conference. It may allow time-positioned
playback (e.g., play after first 30 min of recorded data), share files with other participants (e.g., agenda,
slides or meeting minutes), play a media file in the conference, merge two conferences into one, or split one
into two conferences.
2.3 Asynchronous collaboration
Most basic form of sharing information is via various forms of messaging, e.g., E-mail, voice and video
mails. The system may allow recording and filtering of IM communications. It may allow storing messages
in various folders, accessing remote email clients or servers for multimedia messages and listening to the
messages via a telephone. The web-based message board may be accessed via email or telephone. It should
be possible to share files and other information within or across groups.
4
3 RELATED WORK
The computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) has been studied even before the web [74, 21,
23, 24]. ACM’s special interest group on supporting group work, SIGGROUP [12], explores topics re-
lated to computer-based systems that affects team or group in workplace settings. However, the focus
remained mostly on web-based document sharing and concurrent editing in systems such as BSCW [11],
Lotus Domino [4], Hyperwave [3] or Livelink [6]. Many researchers have explored specific types of collabora-
tion such as collaborative software development [37], electronic class rooms [46], network games and sharing
health-care information.
Multimedia conferencing using audio, video, and data communication using IM and email, have in-
dependently evolved and become popular over the years [61, 61, 31, 50, 60]. Using audio and video for
collaborative work is not new [62, 33]. There are a number of audio/video collaboration systems such as
MBone tools [44, 38], MeetingPlace [5] and GnomeMeeting [1]. The ITU-T’s H.323 [75, 48] provides video
conferencing systems along with T.120 for data conferencing and T.128 for application sharing [13].
Most of the technologies used in our architecture, such as shared web-browsing [30], conference floor
control [25], application sharing [7, 2] and web-based collaboration [9] have been investigated extensively.
A number of web portals such as Yahoo! and MSN provide online calendaring, and sharing of information
to some extent. However, the concept of group is rarely used. Our work is the first demonstration of a
SIP-based comprehensive and extensible collaboration system. Our approach comes from a multimedia com-
munication background, that extends the previous CINEMA communication suite [70] to support different





































Figure 1: SIP-based collaborative work environment
The architecture consists of a set of distributed server components and user agents as shown in Fig. 1.
The SIP registration and proxy server (sipd) is used for user location and forwading of signaling messages.
The multi-party conference server, sipconf [71], forms the core of the synchronous collaboration infrastruc-
ture. The media server, rtspd, allows streaming of multimedia content for playback and recording. The
unified messaging server, sipum, provides centralized answering machine, and multimedia mail service [73].
A web-based interface provides aynchronous collaboration support. User agents such as regular PSTN phone
via a SIP/PSTN gateway, IP-phone, or desktop based SIP user agents like sipc are used for synchronous
collaboration. Interactive voice dialogue via the VoiceXML browser, sipvxml [72], allows easy access to a
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telephone user. The SIP server and the SQL database [47] form the core of the infrastructure for basic call
flow (Fig. 2).
4.1 Basic call flow
The system identifies the user by her canonical user identifier of the form user@domain. When a user,
Bob, starts the SIP client on his PC, IP-phone or hand-held device, the client registers with the SIP server
indicating the IP address of the device as shown in Fig. 2. The SIP server stores the mapping between the
identifier bob@home.com and the address in the database. When another user, Alice, makes a call or sends
instant message to bob@home.com, the server of the home.com domain proxies the request to the current










Figure 2: SIP call flow using proxy servers
4.2 Web interface
The web-based user interface allows managing user accounts, voice-mails and conferences. The web pages are
generated using the HTTP CGI [55] scripts that access the SQL database for configuration and profiles. The
web pages provide intuitive user interface components and context-sensitive help. There are multiple levels
of details in different user expertise levels. For example, a beginner-level user accesses only basic features
to get started whereas an advanced-level user can configure and manage detailed information. The interface
allows configurable layout of the web pages so that a particular installation of the system can be adapted as
per the service provider.
There are two types of users: regular users and administrators. An administrator has additional privileges
compared to a regular user. The first user created during installation becomes the administrator. An
administrator can add additional users as administrator or regular user, change the user type, or access
profiles of other users. New users can also “sign-up” for the service from the web. The web interface
functionality can be further classified as follows:
Call-routing profile: The user can manage profile information, current contact locations, alternative
names for identification, on-line status of “buddies”, access control as to who can call, and pro-
grammable call handling, e.g., based on time-of-day or caller-id.
Unified messaging: This includes the integrated interface for voice and video mails, emails and discussion
forum on various topics.
Event calendar and conferencing: This provides the personalized calendar for each user. It allows man-
aging various appointments, events and conferences.
Address book and access group management: The user can maintain an address book of his friends’
profile such as name, email, department, birthday and postal address. The user can organize his
address book entries into groups with different access privileges. For example, people in “my family”
group can access his personal calendar whereas others cannot.
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Administration and accounting: An administrator can manage several server configuration parameters,
user privileges, as well as the visual layout of the web pages. He can also assign various tariff rates for
the phone calls and configure the gateway locations for the telephone destinations.
The web interface is just a front-end to the user profile and system configuration information stored in
the SQL database.
4.3 Personal calendar and address book
Figure 3: Personal calendar
When the user logs in from the web, it shows the most recent appointments and voice-mails. A personal
calendar shows the various appointments or conferences scheduled for the user or his group (Fig. 3). The
user can see the day, week, month or year view for different levels of information.
The per-user address book allows organizing the contacts into local or global access groups. A local group
is visible only to the owner, e.g., “my friends”, whereas a global group is visible to everyone, e.g., “network
research group”. An address book entry can belong to zero or more access groups. An event, such as an
appointment or a class schedule, can have a group-name with given group-privileges. The read or write
access privilege for an event can be owner, group or everyone, similar to Unix file permissions. The read
access specifies who can view the description and details of the event. The write access tells who can modify
the event attributes. A personal appointment typically has owner privileges for read and write, whereas a
seminar series has group read access and owner write access.
The Windows registry (Fig. 4) can be configured for click-to-dial from the address book, so that the
user can click on an HTML hyperlink, e.g., <a href="sip:alice@nyu.edu">Alice</a>, from the Internet
Explorer web-browser to make a SIP call to Alice. On Unix systems, one can embed the data URL [43] of












Figure 4: Windows registry configuration for click-to-dial
4.4 Events and event-groups
An event is an individual event or appointment. An eventgroup is a collection of related events, e.g., an
university course for which individual classes, or events, happen weekly. Every event can belong to an
eventgroup. An eventgroup can have zero or more events. An eventgroup can optionally have a repeat
indicator, e.g., every month, every year. The repeat indicator is useful if one does not want to itemize
individual events, e.g., yearly birthday reminders.
An event-group may be associated with an optional conference name, e.g., on-line lecture series. While an
eventgroup defines a group of events used in calendar, a conference is strictly a synchronous collaboration with
additional attributes like supported media-types, dial-in number, recording formats, default audio sampling
rate, public or private conference type and public or private participant list. Various SQL tables for storing
the information are explained in CINEMA technical report [70].
4.5 Database tables
The user information needed for call routing is stored in the Primary User Table (PUT), indexed by the user
identifier. Personal address book information such as full name, organization, department, email address
and biography, are stored in the person table. The relationship among various tables is shown in Fig. 5 and
6. The PUT and person table entries (Fig. 5) are kept for each user whereas other tables such as personnote






















There could but multiple B by a different relation.
Relation R indicates a field name in table A.
Multiple A can map to same B unless noted by 1:1 relation.
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Figure 6: Events, event-groups, conferences and conference instances
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5 SYNCHRONOUS COLLABORATION
A multi-party multimedia conference is the simplest form of synchronous collaboration. In the absence
of real multicast, centralized conference servers provide an attractive solution for small to medium scale
conferences [71]. Moreover, a centralized control integrates easily with other collaboration requirements such
as floor control. For example, the organizer can control who gets to speak at any instant if there are multiple
speakers, and enforce the policy at the server.
The participants dial the conference URL, e.g., sip:staff-meet@cs.columbia.edu, to join the dial-in con-
ference. The conferences can be pre-scheduled from the web interface, or created on the fly, e.g., by dialing
sip:letsmeet.adhoc@conference-server. For centralized conferencing, we need a central conference server such
as sipconf and user agents such as sipc as described below.
Figure 7: Columbia SIP User Agent (sipc)
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5.1 User agent
Sipc is a SIP user agent that can be used for Internet telephony calls, multimedia conferences, presence,
instant messaging, and shared web browsing. It supports a range of media types, such as audio, video, text
and white board (Fig. 7), and can be easily extended to handle additional media types. It uses external
media tools such as vic [76], RAT [77] and wb [10]. We are currently developing our own low-latency audio
tool. Beyond multimedia communication, it can also perform network appliance control, or act as SIP-based
Internet radio or TV [32]. We are extending it to support emergency services [65].
The participants can also use other SIP-phones or regular telephones to join the conference. We are
implementing another SIP user agent, sipz, for handheld devices to allow mobile multimedia participants.
The conference can have heterogeneous endpoints with different media capabilities. For example, some
user agents connected to low bandwidth links can have only low bit-rate audio codec whereas others on high
bandwidth links can support high-quality codecs along with video. When a user agent joins a conference, it
indicates its capabilities to the server. The server selects a subset of capabilities based on the intersection
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Figure 8: Audio mixing
When the participants join the conference, the server mixes and redistributes the audio such that a
participant hears everyone else except herself from the server. The server decodes the incoming audio from
the participant, and puts it in a per-participant queue as shown in Fig. 8. On periodic interrupt, the
participant audio is mixed, and redistributed back to the participant after encoding. Optimizations reduce
the number of encoders and decoders [71]. The server acts as an RTP mixer [66] for the audio. Each call leg
in the conference forms an RTP session with the participant.
If the participants use different devices, it is possible that some users are heard louder whereas some
others are hardly audible due to different speaker and microphone volumes. The server can do automatic
gain control for both incoming and outgoing audio. However, this puts additional processing overhead on
the server and reduces scalability. Alternatively, the server can indicate the volume level if its too high or
too low to the participant, who can then adjust her microphone and speaker volume, or it can selectively
implement automatic gain control for participants who want it. For example, a participant can press 6 to
increase her microphone volume, or press 7 to reduce her speaker volume.
5.3 Video forwarding
Unlike audio, mixing does not make sense for video. Every participant may want video from everyone else
in the conference. The server implements transparent packet forwarding for video. A video packet from a
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participant is distributed to every other participant in the conference without modification. In this case, the
server does not implement the RTP stack for video session. The lip synchronization between the audio and
video sessions is done at the participant’s user agent on receiving the two streams.
Alternatively, the server can send only one video stream of the active speaker to all the participants, or
the chair can decide whose video stream needs to be distributed. We believe that organizing the participants’
video in NxN tile puts additional processing load on the server, degrades quality, and is undesirable.
The user agent indicates its receiving UDP port number for video when it joins the conference. In
response, the server returns its own receiving port. The server first tries to allocate the same port as
the user agent, because some video tools such as vic [76] do not allow different transmit and receive port
numbers. However, if the desired port is not available at the server, the server selects a different port causing
interoperability problems with such tools.
If the user agent does not indicate video capability, i.e., no video port, then video is disabled for this
call leg. The participant can dynamically change the capability. For instance, she can start with audio, and
later, switch to audio and video session.
5.4 White-board sharing
The White-board is a conference application for shared drawing. It allows synchronous collaboration using
graphic information. The ITU-T Recommendation T.126 defines a protocol to manage the conference-wide
synchronization of multi-plane and multi-view graphical workspace. However, In our system, we use a
existing simple white-board application developed at UCL [10] in sipc and are planning to support sharing
in sipconf. The server can forward the drawing commands to all the participants except the sender without
internally maintaining a shared graphical workspace. However, the new joiners will lose historical drawings.
To avoid this, the server can cache all the drawing commands for late-arriving participants.
5.5 Instant messaging
The instant message (IM) handling in the conference server is similar to video forwarding. When al-
ice@office.net sends an IM to bob@home.com, the SIP server at home.com domain proxies it to the current
location of Bob’s phone. An IM sent to the conference URL sip:staff-meet@servers.com is intended for all
the conference participants. If the conference is not active or there is no other participant, then the server
indicates the error to the sender. If the sender is not already in the conference, then the server can either
indicate an error to the sender, or still continue to distribute the IM to the participants. In a way, the server
provides a group address to send IM to, similar to email-groups.













Figure 9: Example SIP MESSAGE for instant messaging
An example SIP MESSAGE sent by the server is shown in Fig. 9 and has three parts: SIP headers,
IM headers and IM text. Our sipc displays one message window for all the IM in the same conference.
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Alternatively, a user agent can display one window per sender per conference. The server can also forward
indications [63] that allows Alice’s user agent to display status such as “Bob is typing a message”.
The server should allow transitioning from an IM session to a full multimedia session, and vice-versa,
when the participant changes her media capabilities accordingly.
5.6 Shared web browsing
The SIP MESSAGE method can be used not only for instant messaging, but also for some additional control.
For example, sipc can capture the browser event on navigation and indicate that HTTP URL to the remote
party. The server forwards the message like any other IM, thus, readily supports sharing among multiple
participants. The message is similar to Fig. 9 except that the IM header Content-Type is text/uri-list and
the IM text contains the HTTP URL. If the remote party understands this content, it can also invoke the
browser pointing to the given HTTP URL. In sipc, we have implemented an application to control Internet
Explorer and Netscape for shared browsing.
5.7 Screen sharing
We have added support for the open source Virtual Network Computing (VNC [51])-based screen sharing
in both sipc and sipconf. VNC is a client server protocol, where the server shares its screen to a viewer or
client. To avoid authenticating the client, we initiate the session from the VNC server to the listening client.
If a participant shares her screen, her user agent invokes the VNC server application whereas all the other
participants invoke the VNC client application. The conference server merely forwards packets similar to
video forwarding. The data packets containing the screen buffers are forwarded from the VNC server to all
the VNC client applications where as the control packets such as mouse and keyboard input are sent from
the VNC client to the VNC server application. The VNC protocol can be tunneled through SSH for secure
sessions.
5.8 Conference control
In a hybrid conference using phone for audio and PC for IM, it should be possible to control the conference
from either phone or IM. Simple IM to the server can be used as control commands, e.g., if a participant
sends IM text as “list”, the server returns the IM text containing list of all the active participants. Similarly,
when a new participant joins or one leaves, all the existing participants are notified by the server via IM.
Conference floor control means controlling who gets the exclusive access of the shared media channels
or resources. For example, typically only one participant should speak in a conference. In case of multiple
contenders, the conference chair can decide who gets to speak. There are many ways to do advanced floor
control such as using Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) to run Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) [78] on
the server, web interface, and via touch-tone phones. We are implementing the SOAP-based floor control in
our server and user agent.
SIP and SOAP: Conference floor control consists of two parts: notifying the participants about who is the
holding the floor [54], and allowing the moderator and the participants to remotely control the floor.
For example, a moderator can grant or deny a floor request and a participant can claim or release a
floor. We use XML-based platform independent SOAP [16]) for encapsulating and exchanging floor-
control commands instead of creating a new RPC (remote procedure call) protocol. We have defined
a SIP and SOAP-based floor control protocol [78].
Web interface: The control messages can be sent from the web via CGI scripts or Java applets. The
moderator can grant or reject floor to other participants from the web. For the web-based floor
control, the web components communicate with the conference server and indicate the appropriate
control message.
Interactive voice response: This allows a telephone user to control the conference via limited touch-tone
keys. For example, “press 1 to ask for floor”. The DTMF (Dual-tone multiple frequency) digits are
typically detected and translated to special RTP packets [67] at the telephony gateway.
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5.9 Dial-in vs dial-out conferences
Although most of our earlier discussion focussed on dial-in conferences, dial-out mode is equally important.
For example, if a participant wants to invite another user in the conference, or the server wants to send out
call invitations to the intended participants at the scheduled time. Usually some form of audio and text
announcement indicates the purpose of the call to the user. To avoid the dialed-out call going to answering
machine, the server may prompt the user to press certain digits to actually join the conference.
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6 ASYNCHRONOUS COLLABORATION
There are a number of related events during or after the conference, that need to be shared with others
even when the conference is not active. For example, the recorded conversation or meeting minutes may
be needed in subsequent meetings, off-line discussion on the topics covered in the conference needs to be
co-ordinated in the same way as the conference was controlled or the notes may be edited remotely using
WebDAV [29]. The primary objectives of these collaboration mechanisms are to avoid duplicating shared
data and to provide some form of change control on shared data.
Use of RTSP, instead of the traditional download-and-view web model, enables the recording of the
content once and the use of the pointer or the URL when forwarding the content without actually forwarding
the multimedia file. This is desirable for low bandwidth situations where downloading a whole media file is
very expensive, particularly if the recipient decides that she doesn’t want to listen to the audio after hearing
the first few seconds. Moreover, the multimedia content can be accessed with any RTSP based media player,
e.g., Apple’s QuickTime.
As mentioned earlier, every conference is associated with some eventgroup. An eventgroup can be as-
sociated with various forms of asynchronous collaboration mechanisms, such as file sharing and discussion
forum. Conference participants can share meeting notes, agenda or other documents via the web.
6.1 File sharing
Figure 10: File sharing
The web interface allows uploading shared files as shown in Fig. 10. The shared file attributes consist of
the creator’s user identifier, name of the file, MIME-type [28] for display, a brief textual description, date of
creation and last modification, and the access privileges for read, write and delete. The read access can be
for the group or public, whereas the write and delete access can be for the group or owner. The group name
of the file is inherited from the associated eventgroup. The users can register to get notified via email when
the shared file is modified or deleted.
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6.2 Discussion forum
Message boards and discussion forums facilitate asynchronous discussion on a particular topic. One advan-
tage over email-based discussion is that it can systematically display the various discussion threads, postings
and replies. The messageboard SQL table stores the message subject, content, sender identifier, date and
time, associated eventgroup identifier, a unique message identifier and the message identifier of the parent
message. If there is no parent message, then this message is the start of some thread. If there is a parent
message, then this message is a reply to that parent message. The associated eventgroup specifies the read
and write access attributes for the message board.
Figure 11: Web-based discussion forum
The users can also register to receive new posts or replies in their email. They can use email to post a
message or reply to the discussion thread. Fig. 11 shows an example web interface. Integrating email with
the system is discussed in detail in Section 7.7.
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6.3 Conference event recording
The system allows recording of the audio, video and IM communications in a conference. The audio recording
at the conference can be done either when the media packets (RTP) are received from the participant or
when the mixed stream is created as in Fig. 8. In the former case, the recording is done by dumping the
raw RTP (and RTCP) packets along with packet size and time-stamp, in a file. This “rtpdump” format can
later be played out using our media server, rtspd. The server does not need to understand any specific media
file-formats, such as MPEG or “wav”, but works as longs as the playing client understands the codec used
by the recording client. On the other hand, a mixed audio stream can be recorded in standard Sun “snd”
or Microsoft “wav” file format. Only rtpdump recording format is needed for video, since the server does
not generate any mixed video stream. The system allows recording in a local file or to remote media server
using an RTSP URL. A per-conference quota on maximum recorded file size can be imposed. The recorded
file or URI information is stored in the confinstances table for each conference instance, whereas recording
format preference is indicated in the conferences table.
Figure 12: Web interface for conference recording
We are developing a web interface to display the conference proceedings in a time-line as shown in Fig. 12.
The first time-line indicates the complete conference duration with the important events, such as the new
user join, leave, file uploads and instant message interaction. The second time-line is the zoom-in view of
a part of the conference duration as selected in the first time-line. User can click on the appropriate icon
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to playback the recorded media (audio, video), instant message or view the uploaded file. User can click
on the time axis to jump to that location. Different colors are used to identify a small number of active
participants.
6.4 Unified messaging
Figure 13: Voice messages
The ability to send multimedia messages to other individuals or a group is an important feature of collab-
oration systems. Registered users can listen to their voice/video messages, recorded conference proceedings
or view their emails from the web. An example web page is shown in Fig. 13.
The voice/video mail is recorded at the media server, rtspd, by the centralized answering machine and
voice mail server, sipum [73]. The server notifies the user of new incoming messages, e.g., using email, and
indicates the pointer or URL to listen to the message. It should allow sending the media content instead of
the pointer in the email, if the user wants that way.
The system provides an integrated set of facilities to ease user administration and to share common
resources such as address books, calendar and group messages, and can also be extended to use other email
and calendaring tools if the user prefers. For example, it would be nice if we could embed conference
invitations in email that is automatically added to user’s personal calendar if she accepts the invitation. The
web interface can be extended with a simple IMAP-based client to fetch and display the email from her other
email accounts. Alternatively, she can use her own email client to read these messages. She should be able
to send multimedia messages to a group of people, such that the message appears in the group member’s
“inbox” folder. The user can delete or move the message pointer to another folder, and still share the media
content across the group.
6.5 Notifications and announcements
The system can notify the user of various appointment reminders, conferences schedules or changes in
shared files, message board or incoming multimedia message. The notification information is stored in the
eventgroup notify table and can be associated with an event and an eventgroup. The table also contains the
destination for notification such as phone number, SIP URI, email address or IM address, time relative to
the event in seconds (e.g., notify 60s before the event), and the identifier of the scheduled notification. The
notifications are scheduled using the “at” command on the Unix platform. The user can schedule the same
notification to multiple destinations. It supports different kinds of notifications:
• Birthday, appointment or other event reminders for which the notification is sent before the event
occurs.
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• Scheduling any text or media as a notification (e.g., wake-up call) that automatically creates an asso-
ciated event. The notification is sent when the event occurs.
• Notification for the eventgroup, in which case the notification is sent for every individual event in that
eventgroup.
While an email or IM is an one-time event with no interaction, a phone-based notification can prompt
the user with more options via IVR. For example, “press 1 to get notified again after 5 min, or press 2 to
listen to the details of the event”. The system can allow scheduling the notifications from the web interface
or via telephone using the touch-tone input.
It is possible to send a phone announcement to an eventgroup, in which case all the group members get
the announcement, or to a set of SIP addresses or phone numbers. For example, an announcement to 1-212-
93970?? will be received by all the valid telephone subscribers in the range 1-212-9397000 to 1-212-9397099.
The announcement server makes SIP calls to all the numbers specified, and if successful, speaks out the
announcement. It attempts multiple times on busy or no-answer. To avoid leaving the announcement to an
answering machine, the server can prompt the recipient to press some digit to confirm user presence. Such
announcement system will also be useful in the case of an emergency.
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7 ADDITIONAL SERVICES
So far we have discussed the synchronous and asynchronous collaboration tools in CINEMA. There are
other interesting services that assist both kinds of collaboration. For example, a conference server can
dial-out a scheduled meeting only when all the required participants are on-line. An IM user can join a
tele-conference and interact via speech-to-text and text-to-speech conversion between the IM text and other
participants’ audio. The location information published by the user can determine her availability. We
describe some of these enabling technologies in this section.
7.1 Presence
The presence information gets used quite often in people’s daily life. People are used to checking online
status before starting a conversation with their IM “buddies”.
In our system, we base our presence information handling on the SIP event notification architecture [54].
Beyond the existing implementations’ presence status of online, oﬄine or away, we consider both current
and future communication availability via timed-status, a number of place-types, such as “home”, “office”,
and “public” as well as a privacy classification into “public”, “private” and “quiet” [64]. The user can also


















Figure 14: SIP-based presence
The presence information is maintained either on the SIP servers residing in networks or on the presence-
enabled SIP user agents as shown in Fig. 14. If a user Alice is interested in the presence status of another
user Bob, then she subscribes to his address sip:bob@macrosoft.com for the event package of “presence”.
Our SIP server, sipd, proxies the SUBSCRIBE message to the registered user agents with presence capability
of Bob. If the user agent wishes to handle the subscription, it sends an accept (200-class SIP response)
to sipd. Therefore, sipd disables the internal presence agent for this subscription. On the other hand, if
the user rejects (600-class response), then the sipd stores the decision in the SQL database so that future
subscription from Alice to Bob are also rejected even if Bob’s user agent is off-line. For other responses such
as the user agent is not presence-enabled, the sipd enables the built-in presence agent for this subscription.
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Figure 15: IM and Presence support in sipc
However, before the actual presence information can be conveyed to Alice, the subscribee Bob must approve
the subscription from the web.
The web interface displays the list of subscribed users (buddies) as well as all the others who are interested
in knowing the presence status of this user as shown in Fig. 16. Note that a subscription can be handled only
by the server or the user agent but not simultaneously by both [57]. It is possible to transfer the subscription
from the user agent to the server and vice-versa.
The network-based presence agent is useful when the end devices are not presence-enabled such as location
sensors or magnetic swipe-card reader. For example, Bob can use a passive device, such as a magnetic
swipe-card or an iButton [22] and the card or button reader delivers the location information to the server.
Alternatively, when Bob’s wireless phone REGISTERs with the server, the server can publish his on-line
status to the subscriber, Alice.
Pushing the presence information to the end systems also has some benefits. In Internet telephony, end
systems are the only entities where signaling and media flows converge whereas intermediate proxies only
handle signaling. The means that several services can only be performed in the end system. We have defined
a scripting language named Language for End System Services (LESS) [79] that includes a language package
specifically for presence information handling. The example script in Fig. 17 places a call to Bob when he is
on-line.
The SIP event notification can be applied to non-presence events, e.g., the voice-mail server can notify
the user’s phone of any waiting messages [42].
7.2 Interactive voice response (IVR)
We have discussed a number of examples involving user interaction via touch-tone input from a telephone.
VoiceXML [45] is an XML-based language developed by the W3C to create voice dialogs that feature synthe-
sized speech, digitized audio, recognition of spoken and DTMF key input and recording of audio for telephony
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Figure 16: Web-based presence
applications. It enhances the traditional proprietary and closed IVR systems to an open programmable archi-
tecture. The back-end programmable web CGI scripts can perform the application logic, such as voice-mail
access or email access by phone. Our sipvxml is a SIP-based VoiceXML browser that allows a SIP-phone,
or a regular telephone via a gateway, to interact with the back-end application logic [72]. Fig. 18 shows an
example script that prompts the user for her identifier and invokes the next script login.cgi with the user
input. The login.cgi script can generate the VoiceXML document for the the next set of dialogues.
We have developed some CGI-based applications for voice-mail access and conference participation. Each
registered user gets a unique telephone PIN (personal identification number) for authentication. The voice-
mail script announces the number of new and old messages, and prompts the caller to listen to the messages.
The conferencing application prompts for the conference number and transfers the call to that conference.
There are two ways to transfer a call from the browser to another phone in VoiceXML. The blind transfer
sends the SIP REFER message, and terminates the original call leg between the caller and the browser. The
caller user agent is then responsible for placing another call to the Refer-to location. The bridged transfer
causes the browser to place another call to the destination, and join the media path between the original
caller and the destination. The advantage of bridged transfer is that the browser remains in the media path,
and can terminate the call, e.g., if the calling-time exceeds the quota for the long-distance destination.
To allow PC-based SIP phones that do not have touch-tone dial-pad, the browser may accepts input via
IM text. The prompts can be sent both in audio and IM for such phones. It will be interesting to explore
how IM can be used for accessing voice-mails from sipc.
Interaction between VoiceXML and LESS is for further study. For example, sipconf can include a


















































Figure 18: Example VoiceXML page
In a distributed component architecture it may be desirable to separate the text-to-speech and speech-
to-text functions from a VoiceXML browser, as different modules. For example, an RTSP server can convert
the text supplied in URL to speech and stream to the client. Alternatively, a SIP “text-audio” converter can
convert between the text in IM and the audio in the call session. Such external components can be invited
in the existing sessions for applications such as email by phone, as we describe next.
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7.3 Interaction among email, telephone and IM
Today, email is the most common form of electronic communication. However, the convenience of email is
limited by the necessity of an Internet connected computer. A system that allows interworking of email with
other communication means such as telephone or IM, will enhance user experience. Such system can be used
to reach those users who only have email access via IM, define certain incoming emails as important and
forward them to IM, get a virtual-IM account to interact with other IM users via email, access emails via
phone, get notified of any important email on phone, and text-chat with other IM users or in a conference
via phone. We describe the SIP-based architecture and on-going implementation of such interactions in
CINEMA.
7.4 Email by phone
Assuming that wherever you go there is a telephone, using a telephone to check email is a sensible solution.
Our email-by-phone system provides a way to check and even send email from a touch-tone telephone [41].
The application runs as Java Servlet on a web server, generating VoiceXML pages for telephony dialogues,















Figure 19: Email-by-phone architecture
The caller is prompted to listen to old or new messages, compose a new message, reply to an existing
message, delete a message, forward a message, advance through the messages, and switch between new and
old messages for playback.
7.5 Email to phone
Unlike the email-by-phone system that needs caller-based initiation, the system can also asynchronously
notify the telephone when the user receives a new important email. The definition of “important” email can
be programmed by the user. The architecture is shown in Fig. 20.
Incoming email filtering on Unix is relatively simple using procmail [8]. On other platforms, such as
windows, one can periodically poll the IMAP-based email-server for new emails. An example procmail script
shown in Fig. 21 that treats the subject with “important” or “Important” keyword, or sender as “Alice”, as






























Figure 21: Example procmail script
The siptc script extracts the email body and other information, e.g., subject, priority and sender address,
creates a SIP instant message, and sends it to the IM/call converter. The IM text is truncated if it is too
big. The forwarded-from, replied-to or signature part in the email should be ignored as shown in Fig. 22.
The IM/call converter acts as a translator between the SIP-based IM and audio call. In the reverse
direction, it can notify the IM over phone. In the absence of session-based IM, it uses the various headers
in the SIP MESSAGE to associate the IM session with the audio call. This avoids making a new SIP call,
if IM is received for an existing session. The SIP call destination can be pre-configured or derived from the
IM destination address, which can be an IP user or a telephone subscribe via a gateway. Separating the
converter from the email to IM translation allows running the email system and speech system on different
hosts in the network.
Once the call is established the converted text is spoken out to the destination phone. After that, the
system may transfer the phone call to an IVR system, e.g., to prompt the user to repeat the message or
connect to the email-by-phone system.
7.6 IM/call converter
The IM/call converter described in the previous section, can be extended to a generic translator to allow
a phone user to initiate an IM conversation. For example, Bob’s IP telephony service provider allocates a
telephone extension such as 7155 for his IM address. When Alice dials the extension, the service provider
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Alice   alice@office.net
> server on home.com
> you can use the SIP 
Kindly restart.




Subject: RE: your server Subject: regarding y..
To: Bob <bob@ho..To: Bob <bob@home.c..
From: Alice <alice@of..
Kindly restart.
The server is down.
Hi Bob,
−−
Figure 22: Example translation used in email to phone system
maps the destination to sip:Ym9iQGhvc3RC@server. Our simvoice server recognizes the final destination
Ym9iQGhvc3RC as Base64-encoding [27] of bob@hostB. It sends an initial IM greeting to sip:bob@hostB. It
maintains the association between the caller and the final IM destination for the duration of the call.
When Alice speaks, the audio is converted to text using CMU Sphinx speech recognition engine [20]. To
send an IM, the user can indicate the end of a speech message by pressing a DTMF key. Alternatively, the
converter can assume the end of a speech message, when it receives some audio followed by a few seconds of
silence.
In the reverse direction, when Bob sends an IM text to simvoice, it invokes the Flite text-to-speech
engine [14] to convert and send it to Alice as voice.
If Alice hangs up, the association is lost. If the simvoice can not find an associated call for an incoming
instant message, it replies with another instant message indicating the error. The IM user should be allowed
to initiate the session using session-based IM [18]
In a collaboration environment, the converter allows the users with different system capabilities such
as telephone and IM to interact. This helps the deaf, hard of hearing and speech-impaired individuals to
collaborate easily in a multimedia conference [19].
Often we have found that the speech-recognition quality is poor. The converter should provide feedback
to the speaker by sending the converted IM text also to the phone using text-to-speech.
7.7 Email to IM
In the email to IM direction, Alice can email to a special address such as myserver+bob@office.net1 which is
received by Bob as IM. The procmail script of myserver@office.net receives the email, finds the IM destination
as bob, translates the email’s text content to IM and sends it to bob@office.net. Alternatively, Bob can
advertise his email address as bob+im@office.net to send him an IM. The difference is that the procmail is
configured at myserver in the former and at Bob’s email in the latter case. A third approach is that Bob
defines certain emails as important as described in Section 7.5 and automatically forward them to his IM
address.
7.8 IM to Email
In the reverse direction, Alice can also use the services from myserver such that Bob can send IM to
myserver+alice@home.com. The server should put the appropriate email Reply-to header pointing to the
sender via myserver, so that the email replies can be sent back to the IM user correctly. Alternatively, Alice
1Note that some email servers allow sending email to user+something@domain, which will be delivered to the inbox of
user@domain.
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can sign-up with her SIP-provider to run a programmable call-routing using SIP-CGI [39] that identifies
important IM and sends her an email with the content when she is not on-line, as shown in Fig. 23.
Meet for lunch?
















Figure 23: SIP-CGI for IM to email translation
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8 SECURITY CONSIDERATION
In an Internet-based collaborative environment, such as CINEMA, there are many security issues that
needs to be addressed. For example, secure web access, conference calls and emails, protection against
malicious emails and calls, and unauthorized access to gateways and servers. All the modules in the system
including the web access, SIP servers and SIP/PSTN gateway need to be protected.
The system can use existing transport layer security (TLS [15]) protocols for web access and conference
calls. Digest authentication [26] prevents unauthorized access. For browsers that do not implement digest
authentication, some protection can be provided using the Javascript-based implementation [36]. We store
digest hash [53] of the password instead of clear-text.
Two security models are plausible. For users trying to authenticate with their home domain server, it’s
desirable that the users and the SIP server have shared secret or, use public-key-infrastructure if it exists.
This model requires manually enrolling and removing users. The second mechanism employs cross-domain
AAA. It’s usually good for visitors temporarily using the resources in the visited domain. For example,
when the user alice@example.com visits visited.com, the visited domain queries the AAA server, using
RADIUS [52] or DIAMETER [17], in the example.com domain and ascertains that Alice is a valid user in her
home domain. This approach requires some kind of roaming agreement between the collaborating domains.
Longer telephone PIN should be used to prevent guessing. Gateway’s access control list (ACL) can
further help is preventing unauthorized phone calls. Various access classes allow differential access to the
gateway, e.g., restrict the students to only local calls, but allow the faculty to make long distance calls.
Various forms of programmable scripts such as CGI [39], CPL [40] and Servlet [49] can help reduce
unwanted phone calls or instant message spams to the user through the SIP server. Moreover, users can
configure their profile to authenticate all incoming calls. The primary limitation is that it requires the caller
to be registered with the system. It should allow the unsafe scripts (CGI and Servlet are unsafe whereas
CPL is safe) only to the trusted users.
The system can attempt to detect and report attacks by monitoring the frequency of denied access
attempts on web as well as SIP servers.
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9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We have discussed seamless integration between two types of collaboration modes: synchronous and
asynchronous. The conference server and user agent in our CINEMA infrastructure allow synchronous
multi-party multimedia collaboration via audio, video, instant message, screen sharing and shared web-
browsing. The personalized user profile, calendaring, address book management, event and conference
management, and system configuration can be done from the web interface. It also facilitates document
sharing and asynchronous discussions among the group members. Moderators can monitor and control
various synchronous and asynchronous activities. The messaging and notifications are used to reach the
users when they are off-line.
A SIP-based architecture allows easily extending the infrastructure with new features, e.g., presence-
enabled calls and programmable call routing. Interactive voice response provide easy access to the system
from a telephone, whereas various text-to-speech tools allow interaction via plain email. This facilitates
access to the system transparent to the end user device. Hence, we claim CINEMA to be a comprehensive
multi-platform collaboration architecture. Moreover, the system allows hybrid interaction, e.g., phone for
audio, PC for IM and document sharing in the same conference.
We have described the various collaboration tools in CINEMA and how they interact to achieve new
services. Collaborative work is a vast research area incorporating numerous technologies such as networks,
multimedia, object oriented concepts, virtual reality and artificial intelligence. Our aim is to complement
these research innovations by providing a framework over which other collaboration tools can be built or
integrated. Although, CINEMA’s main focus is on real-time synchronous communication, we also correlate
the two modes of collaboration for an enhanced end-user experience. CINEMA can be used within an
organization as well as in portal mode by application service providers.
We have not implemented everything described in the paper. In particular, we are working on record-
ing of conference events such as join or leave, programmable end system services, conference floor-control,
performance measurement and improvement of the multimedia conference server, load balancing and scal-
ing techniques for the servers, and optimizations for distributed multi-site collaboration. This paper is a
continuation of our earlier work [34, 35, 70].
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